
SHORT SIZING & GARMENT MEASUREMENTS

FIT DESCRIPTION
 - The shorts are a slim fit.

 - We make half sizes so you get the perfect fit. 

 - Please refer to the photos displayed on the website for the fit.

 - The shorts are pre-shrunk so they will relax out a touch after a couple of hours of wear. 

MEASURE GUIDE
 - Here are some guides and tips on how the measurements are taken and compare these to 

your own garment for a great fit.

MEASUREMENTS
 - Use a similar garment of your own compare these measurements to.

 - All measurements are taken with the garment lying flat. 

 - Please refer to each of the measurement descriptions on the below diagrams. 

STYLE ADVISE
 - Still not sure about the fit of the clothes and what is the right size for you? No sweat...! Get in 

touch with WoodyRoo’s Head Designer, Billy Wood to get personalised assistance to get the 
perfect fit for you.

 - Email: Billy@woodroo.com

RETURNS POLICY
 - If you are unsure of your size, do not fear... WoodyRood will gladly exchange sizes untill you 

get the right fit.
 - If you feel that they just don’t fit you quite right, that’s ok too... WoodyRoo will give you a full 

refund or exchange for your purchase.

Size Waist 
(FULL)

Outisde Leg Inside Leg Leg Opening Rise

29 42 (87) 42 21.5 26 32

30 43 (89) 42.5 21.5 26.5 32

31 44.5 (92) 43 21.5 27 33

32 46 (94.5) 43 22 28 33

33 46.5 (96.5) 43.5 22 28.5 33

34 47.5 (99) 44 22 29 35.5

35 49.5 (101.5) 44 22 30 33.5

36 50.5 (104) 44.5 22.5 30.5 34

  INSIDE LEG

    Measure along the inside leg from the seam 

at the centre of the crutch of the shorts, 

down to the shorts hem.

  OUTSIDE LEG

    Measure from the top of the waistband along 

the outside leg seam to the shorts hem.

  RISE

Measure along the fly from the seam at the 

centre of the crutch of the shorts up to the 

top of the waistband.

  LEG OPENING

    With the legs flat, measure across the hem of 

the shorts & double to find the measurement

WAIST

   Measure the total length from the centre 

of the main button around the inside of the 

waistband to the main button hole.


